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Burnout or Traumatization: 
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PhD, MSW, MAUML, LICSW

Save My Life

I’m the pastor at your church

For all these years you’ve listened to my words

You think I know all the answers

But I’ve got doubts and questions too

Behind this smile I’m really just like you

Afraid and tired and insecure

If you look me right in the eye

Would you see the real me inside
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Sidewalk Prophets (artists)

Objectives

A. Gain increased understanding regarding clergy ministry preparation 

and resultant coping mechanisms

B. Learn about clergy ministry experiences that may produce post-

traumatic stress

C. Learn possible prevention and restorative strategies that will be 

helpful with clergy; including emergent gender differences in 

learning outcomes. 
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Overview

• The purpose of the study was to gain insight into issues clergy 
compassion fatigue

• These are preliminary results from the data may provide insight into 
issues of training and the impact of that training on the quality of clergy 
professional, spiritual and family life

• Most participants in this study volunteered as a result of an 
announcement at a community meeting, then snowball sampling was 
also used to increase the sample size.
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Limitations

• Not all participants addressed every question as can happen during 
conversation, so there are gaps in data for some questions.

• The data gap variations may have been reduced by having a single 
interviewer, or having more experienced interviewers.

• This population tends to be very careful about disclosure of personal 
need due to the ‘fishbowl’ nature of their positions, and prior experience 
with betrayal of confidence (with negative personal consequences).
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Demographics

• This data comes from descriptive qualitative study with 24 
participants, 12 each male & female

• The participants are African American, Protestant Christian clergy

• Marital Status:

11 of the men are married, 1 is single

6 of the women are married, 6 single

• Youngest participant was 26yrs, oldest was 68yrs
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Summary of All Education backgrounds:

Men Clergy (n = 12)

1 Mentored only (sec. college)
1 Secular MA
1 ThM
1 Min certificate
1 Ch Bible school
1 BA Bib Studies
1 Bible college
2 DMin
1 ThD
1 MEd & Bible training
1 MDiv

Women clergy (n = 12)

1 MEd

2 MDiv

4 DMin

2 BA secular

1 HighSchool

1 Christian Instit. & MH deg.

1 Min certificate
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Theological Education & Training backgrounds 
(n = 20)

1 Youth & young adult focused theological education

1 Mentored only

2 Min certificate

3 Church Bible school; Denom. Christian Institute; Bible training

2 BA Bib Studies, Bible college

3 MDiv

6 DMin

1 ThM

1 ThD
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My training prepare me for the 
realities & storms of ministry
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#

My training 

prepared me for 

the storms of 

ministry

Education and 

Mentoring 

background

Age

Total years as 

pastor / minster 

any church

1 ‘Yes’ Mentored in Min. 62 22
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‘Yes & No’
MA (secular) & 

Mentored
52 9

‘Yes & No’
ThM & secular 

training
67 50

‘Yes & No’ Ministry Certificate 61 38

‘Yes & No’

High School, 

Church Bible 

School & Mentored

54 25

‘Yes & No’ BA Biblical Studies 44 unspecified

‘Yes & No’
Bible college & 

secular PhD
39 18

1 ‘Not well’ DMin & Mentored 65 22

Male Clergy
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#

My training 

prepared me for 

the storms of 

ministry

Education and 

Mentoring 

background

Age

Total years as 

pastor / minster 

any church

2

‘On the job 

training’ (working 

as Pastor) & 

mentoring over

school

ThD & Mentored 66 30

Not seminary.  ‘on 

the job’ & 

mentoring was 

better

DMin & mentored 68 49

1

Secular training 

over school & 

mentoring

MEd & 

Denomination 

Bible training

52 23

1

Life experience 

over school & 

mentoring

MDiv & Mentored 26 3
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#

My training 

prepared me for 

the storms of 

ministry

Education and 

Mentoring 

background

Age

Total years as 

pastor / minster 

any church

3

‘Yes’
MEd; 

Support system
---- 5

Absolutely

MDiv; 

Informally 

mentored

45 12

Very much
DMin;

Mentored 
----- 15
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Yes— “life 

prepares you”

LMHC & Denom. 

Christian Institute;

Peer supports

43 25

No.  On the job 

prepped better.

MDiv; 

Informally 

mentored

63 17

No

Ministry 

certificates;

Not mentored

27 12
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#

My training 

prepared me for 

the storms of 

ministry

Education and 

Mentoring 

background

Age

Total years as 

pastor / minster 

any church

6

‘Yes & No’

DMin;

Watch-care 

mentored

51 12

‘Yes & No’
BA;

Seasonal support
62 12

‘Yes & No’
High School;

Mentored 
52 16

‘Yes & No’
MDiv;

Mentored 
64 12

‘Yes & No’
BA;

Not mentored
----- 14

‘Yes & No’
MDiv;

Mentored
55 2
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Have you ever felt emotionally / 
mentally beat up? 
Hurt? Disrespected? Undermined? 
Unappreciated? 
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“Every minister of God will tell you especially when you’re really called 
and you have the hand of God upon your life, definitely you’ll be 
emotionally beat up, and you’ll be hurt….” Pastor Joanna

“There were many times where I didn’t want to do it anymore.  To be 
honest, those days still come.” Pastor Dorcas

“Oh yeah, you get hurt.  You get hurt. Partly, because you're dealing 
with just so many different personalities.  I was in small churches so 
maybe it was just more hands on.  There just wasn't a lot of people, so 
people feel like they can approach you.  You do get hurt by people.  
Most of it isn't intentional.  I will say that. ” Pastor Junia
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“I've been through...where a critical mass of people [in our church] 
decide, ‘we're done with you people…’  There’re a whole lot of feelings 
come out of that; anger, guilt, frustration, sadness, and they bounce 
around and they endure.” Pastor Matthew

“Sometimes you have to--you get scarred up, but if you're doing this 
because He's placed you here, He'll bring you through and at the end of 
it, you know, the blessings will come. So you just have to go through it.”  
Pastor Mark

“When you hurt me, which is like second nature to God's work--you 
cannot do God's work without being hurt by people.” Pastor Luke
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Describe the way these kinds of 
feelings affect your ability to 
generate compassion for your church 
members ?
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“It's very challenging but by the grace of God, He will encourage you. 
Through his word and I just remembered it was a word He had given 
me, which stays with me.”  Pastor Damaris

“These are not feelings that I have on a regular basis.  I try to minister 
when there's a need no matter how I might feel about a person.”  
Pastor Phoebe

“Sometimes it, and this is the paradox, it makes you love them more.  
This is where you will  realize your own self-care, because it requires 
your  ability to step back  and be objective when situations try to pull 
you in. “  Pastor Talitha
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“I think that's where you get hurt if, you start putting unrealistic 

expectations on people, or things that are just not within them to do.  

You adjust them.”    Pastor James

“You have to be very careful who you trust as a minister, and I don't 

know if it's always appropriate to put that much openness of yourself 

to trust some people.  And it's sad to say that in a church but--and this 

is something I hear across the board with ministers, just across the 

board--'you can never know who you can trust.' There is a guard in 

many ways that you put up.”  Pastor Paul
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“If I don't pray, then I'm doing it in my own strength.  If I do it in my 

own strength, that's when you get weary.  You get offended easy.  

That's when you have a critical spirit.  You get bruised easy. It's not that 

you don't get hurt or you don't have thick skin.  It's a matter of taking 

all of that to the Lord in prayer.  That's where the power is.  I can't do it.  

There's no other way.  There's no substitute for it.”  

Pastor Barnabas
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What kind of care would be most 
restorative to you during the stormy 
times of your job as pastor/minister?
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“I would love to take a sabbatical...to travel and reflect.”  Pastor Anna

“Self care.  Just having, having a friend.”   Pastor Martha

“I didn’t realize how much stress you carry in your body.  I think for me, 

what I’m learning is that it would have been helpful to just have a 

massage.”  Pastor Lydia
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“It helps me--by going to seminar and conferences, pastor conferences.  

I network with people.”  Pastor Matthew

“Rest.”  Pastor James

“I have my regular retreat moments [regularly], where I'm fasting and 

praying, and reflecting mostly.  I have my [seasons] where I'm not 

ministering at all.”  Pastor Barnabas
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Emergent data

24
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“In ministry I've learned, you can't share with everyone.”  Pastor Eliza

“You realize that you're—as a pastor, you are often triangulated, you’re 

often pulled into situations. “  Pastor Talitha

“Sometimes you don’t even know what to ask when people ask you, 

“well what do you need,” and then you’re afraid to say what you really 

need. “  Pastor Lydia
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“Sometime there are no boundaries.  Anybody can get  at me at anytime.”   

Pastor Matthew

“You just have to allow yourself to admit that you just can't do everything.”  

Pastor James

“[The church] had never given a pastor a sabbatical.  So I had to first train 

them on sabbaticals, justify it and then set it up and take it.  …  A pastor 

needs a sabbatical.”  Pastor Philip
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Themes & questions 
from the data
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Themes & questions from the data

• Themes emerged regarding how difficult and painful some ministry interaction 

could be.

• The protective effects of faith also emerged in the data.

• The findings in relation to preparation as clergy indicate that regardless of the 

approaches to training, many do not feel prepared for their ministry experiences.

• And the explicit and implicit statements of stress (highlighted comments and 

those in the ‘restorative’ section), raises for me questions about the long term 

impact of this level of stress. 
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Compassion fatigue
Vicarious traumatization
Burnout
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Compassion fatigue, Vicarious Trauma, Burnout

Burnout:

A cumulative result from on-going negative mental states about work 

that causes a person to feel drained or emotional fatigue, cynicism, 

and ineffective as if he were not making a difference (Andela, Truchot, & 

Borteyrou, 2015; Chandler, 2009; Golden, Piedmont, Ciarrocchi, & Rodgerson, 2004; 

Hendron, Irving, & Taylor, 2012; Minor, 2007). 
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Compassion fatigue, Vicarious Trauma, Burnout

• Compassion fatigue, a term coined in 1995 as a more palatable term 

than vicarious traumatization (Hendron et al., 2012).

• There is no real distinction between compassion fatigue and vicarious 

traumatization (though somewhat debated)

• Because the symptoms build slowly, it may take time for them to be 

recognized
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Compassion fatigue, Vicarious Trauma, Burnout

• Stresses that contribute to burnout generally include isolation, high 

workload and conflict (Hendron et al., 2012).  

• Because the symptoms build slowly, it may take time for them to be 

recognized (Golden et al., 2004). 
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Preventative & Restorative 
Strategies
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How to counteract burnout?

Formation!

Spiritual practices that have been found to be effective 

(against burnout/dryness) include:  
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How to counteract burnout?

• Devotional prayer &                                                
meditation

• Love of God

• Submission to God’s control

• Bible study 

• Worship

• Fasting

• Reflective solitude

• Taking time to rest 

• Knowing one’s limits

• Maintenance of clear 
boundaries (differentiation is the 
ability to separate one’s sense of 
self from one’s roles)
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Contact info:

Jacqueline T. Dyer, PhD

unitylane@gmail.com

617-594-4855

Gordon Conwell Theological Seminary—Boston 

jdyer@gordonconwell.edu
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